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Abstract 

 When Distributed Storage idea came into existence, it gets broad consideration 

from many merchants and turn into a hot debated issue in numerous areas. This research 

paper introduces a summed up and layered design of Distributed Storage and on this 

premise, and connect a capacity virtualization structure, consolidating with conventional 

storage virtualization innovation. Storage virtualization can be broadly divided into two 

parts: (1) physical layer to the consistent layer virtualization, and (2) consistent layer to 

the virtual layer virtualization.  

One can enormously improve the capacity limit use and versatility of this architecture. 

The storage virtualization which is used in companies can only focus only on one 

particular storage attribute, capacity. This paper portrays the execution, plan and 

assessment of a multi-dimensional capacity virtualization framework called Stonehenge 

and it can virtualize a bunch based physical capacity framework along different 

measurements, including transmission capacity, latency and bandwidth. Subsequently, 

Stonehenge can multiplex different virtual circles, with an unmistakable data transfer 

capacity, limit, and dormancy quality, on a single physical stockpiling framework as 

though they are separate physical circles. A key empowering innovation for Stonehenge is 

a proficiency mindful ongoing plate booking calculation called double line circle 

planning, which expands plate usage proficiency while giving Quality of Service (QoS) 

ensures. To upgrade plate use proficiency, Stonehenge abuses run-time estimations 

broadly, for confirmation control, figuring inactivity inferred transmission capacity 

prerequisite, furthermore, anticipating plate benefit time. 

 

Keywords: Key Technologies, Cloud Storage Architecture, Ecology Chain, Game Theory, 

Operation Mechanism, Ant Colony Optimization. 

 

1. Introduction 

 Distributed Computing start its development from three things parallel 

computing, grid computing and distribute computing and now it is the most useful 

computing platform and provide services via internet. Distributed storage is one of the 

service of cloud provider which provide storage resource and service to remote users 

through cloud computing. Cloud provides storage services at very low cost, easily 

available, easily scalable and also provide high security. 
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     Distributed storage framework, with group application, virtualization and matrix 

innovation or appropriated record framework, is a capacity benefit framework which 

incorporates huge unique sorts of capacity gadgets in an organized way through 

application programming for collective work, and together to give information capacity 

and administration getting to. The advancement of cloud capacity framework depends on 

advances as takes after Web 2.0 innovation; Development of the broadband system; 

Cluster innovation, Development of use stockpiling, framework innovation and circulated 

record framework; CDN (Content Delivery Network), P2P (Companion 2-Peer), 

information pressure, information duplication and information encryption; Capacity 

virtualization innovation and capacity organize administration.  

 

2. Related Works 

 There are such a large number of distributed storage suppliers, for example, 

EMC, Amazon, NetApp, IBM, HP, and so on. Likewise, there are more distributed 

storage stages, for example, HDFS, EMC Atoms, GFS, HP Upline, Data ONTAP, KFS, 

File Store, Amazon S3, and Cloud NAS, and so forth. 

 There are 140 organizations started the Storage System Industry Association 

(SNIA) in 2009. This Storage System Industry Association planned to work on Cloud 

Capacity Standards which provide profit to all clients who uses cloud capacity, engineers, 

and intermediaries. Also, in the year 2009 Cloud Storage Initiative (CSI) was started, 

which introduces and receive Cloud Data Management Interface (CDMI) standard which 

benefits cloud standard. 

     Distributed storage empowers new application type through Web administrations 

APIs, Service-Oriented Architecture and bound together administration interface through 

virtualization over a system requiring little to no effort, and can give whenever and 

anyplace get to, gigantic information putting away, sharing, what's more, joint effort 

through a solitary namespace, and strategy administration of capacity, and so on.   

In this paper, we will investigate the engineering of distributed storage, and also a viable 

virtualization structure in distributed storage condition 

 

3. Cloud Storage Architecture 

 The variety of structures of distributed storage changes from various distributed 

storage suppliers. Furthermore, they are all typically multifaceted nature and incongruent. 

We propose summed up design of distributed storage base on latest models. 

     Distributed Storage benefit framework made up of thousands of capacity gadgets 

bunched by arranging, circulated document frameworks and other stockpiling 

middleware. Its real capacity is to give distributed storage administration to clients. The 

run of the mill design of distributed storage incorporates arrange gadgets, stockpiling 

asset pool, conveyed record frameworks, Service Level Agreement (SLA), benefit 

interface and regular access interface, and so forth. They can comprehensively be isolated 

by physical and legitimate capacities to give more compatibilities and cooperation. In 

perspective of this, we propose the layered engineering as takes after. The engineering 
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from base to upper is framework (arrange, capacity, and so on.), capacity administration 

layer (Metadata administration, Storage administration, and so forth.), fundamental 

administration layer, application/benefit interface, UI. The nitty-gritty capacities will be 

depicted later. 

 

 

1) User-Interface 

2) Application Service 

Interface 

3) Basic Management 

Overlay 

4) Storage Management 

5) Network and Storage 

Infrastructure 

 

   Figure 1. Layers of Cloud Storage 

 In storage and network Infrastructure, there are distributed wireless and wired 

networks, and storage devices networks (SAS, NAS, SCSI or iSCSI, etc.).  

 Away administration, there is a brought together capacity administration 

framework, which can be executed by capacity virtualization innovation, Multi-interface 

excess administration, what's more, stockpiling gadgets condition checking and blame 

support; the other essential assignment to this layer is metadata administration. It can 

bunch the worldwide space information stockpiling metadata data and team up various 

spaces to stack balance. 

 

4. Design and Analysis of Storage Virtualization Structure 

 Distributed Storage framework is made out of more than thousands of capacity 

gadgets, which are delivered by various producers. Subsequently, there are exceptionally 

tremendous contrasts in the physical property. To dispose of these distinctions, the 

capacity virtualization innovation is the best decision. Then, the real capacity of 

distributed storage is to give information stockpiling benefit for clients. Thus, distributed 

storage ought to assign the capacity limit to clients’ needs and the capacity limit ought to 

be versatile. With the capacity virtualization innovation, it is extremely helpful to 

distribute capacity ability to clients through needs and upgrade the usage of capacity limit. 

 

4.1.  Traditional storage virtualization technology 

 The customary stockpiling virtualization innovation maps sorts of decentralized 

and heterogeneous stockpiling gadgets in SAN to a solitary ceaseless legitimate storage 

room or a Virtual Capacity Pool and gives the entrance interface of VSP to application 
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frameworks. What does this mapping task is the Storage Virtualization Middleware? The 

SVM can shield physical properties of capacity gadgets, so stockpiling gadgets in SAN 

are straightforward for customers. A customer just gets to the legitimate volumes allotted 

to it and gets to the VSP through an indistinguishable path from getting to the Logical 

Unit Number. The structure of capacity virtualization has appeared as taking after.  

 

                                                 Host  Host 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                     

 

                                                                      SVM 

 

 Logical      Logical 

 Volume     Volume 

                Virtual Storage Pool 

                    NAS FC iSCSI, 

     Figure 2. Storage Virtualization Structure 

 The techniques of capacity virtualization usage are: in light of hosts virtualization, 

in light of capacity gadgets virtualization and in view of SAN virtualization. Looked at 

the pattern of advancement, in light of SAN virtualization have greater adaptability, and 

more compelling to make complete utilization of storage limit and midway oversee 

stockpiles. Absolutely, it will have a colossal space of improvement. There are two 

strategies to order the SAN. In light of topological structure, it can be arranged to non-

symmetric structure and symmetric structure; in view of usage component, it can be 

characterized to band virtualization and in-band virtualization, and their distinction is 

whether the information I/O in SAN and the control message utilize a similar channel or 

not. 

 

4.2.  Design of storage virtualization structure 

 Performance analysis of the above capacity virtue distributed storage framework 

is normally a capacity framework. In this way, there is a lot of files to measure the 

execution of the distributed storage framework, for example, stockpiling limit, 

adaptability, sensibility, accessibility, and security, and so forth. The capacity limit is a 
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standout amongst the most vital files. Typically, there are two strategies to expand 

capacity limit: including capacity gadgets and enhancing limit use. Clearly, enhancing 

limit use is the viable strategy to expand limit with no additional expenses. Also, what the 

best strategy to enhance limit use is utilizing capacity virtualization innovation to 

apportion the limit powerfully through clients’ needs. 

 Keeping in mind the end goal to accomplish the objective of allotting the limit 

progressively through clients' needs, we break down and plan a capacity virtualization 

structure. Also, its plan thought can be condensed as takes after: initially, the capacity 

frameworks are virtualized with customary capacity virtualization thoughts. With this 

progression, the distinctions among capacity gadgets can be dispensed with, and a brought 

together capacity sensible view (stockpiling pool) is given to customers; besides, in light 

of capacity pool from the initial step, through techniques of assignment as indicated by 

usage, a huge capacity room can be virtualized and given to each client.  

 There is a mapping table for each Distributed File System, worked between the 

consistent volume and the virtual volume. The mapping table joins information like 

mapping associations between virtual pieces and sensible squares (pieces in the limit 

pool); be that as it may, there have non-genuine physical spaces for the most part. Here 

we utilize a thought like lethargic reasoning in memory administration of working 

framework, allotting genuine physical spaces exactly when required. Each DFS has 

enough limit rooms to meet its needs; everything considered, these spaces are virtual 

circles on the virtual volume. The farthest point of virtual circles can expand capably 

through necessities of limit constrain while the DFS is being used: apportioning sound 

pieces away pool and constructing and refreshing the mapping table. Inferable from the 

huge gap between the virtual space and the smart space, remembering the true objective to 

administer mapping tables better, a specific section of Mapping Table Manager (LV-

MTM) between the virtual space and the wise space should be set up. The LV-MTM 

manages and keeps up mapping tables between the virtual volume and the genuine 

volume with given mapping courses of action and execution frameworks, with a 

particular ultimate objective to precisely, speedy, beneficially, and security develop and 

revive mapping tables. Meanwhile, the LV-MTM also manages the task of cognizant 

squares with needs. 

 

4.3.   Performance Analysis of Storage Virtualization Structure 

 After applying so much efforts, we are able to designed capacity virtualization 

structure in such a way so that the performance of cloud storage is improved. In cloud 

storage, we mainly the performance of improving scalability and increasing storage 

capacity utilization. The other performances, except these two are accessibility, 

dependability, security, and so on. 

 Through virtualizing the virtual volume to legitimate volume, with systems of 

distributing spaces through requirements, every client can be assigned an immense virtual 

storage room. What's more, this stockpiling space even potentially surpasses the genuine 

physical storage room. Along these lines, the capacity limit usage is enormously 

expanded. 

 For the versatility, with LV-MTM, we can without much of a stretch progressively 

extend the virtual storage room as per guideline of allotting spaces through necessities; 
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meanwhile, when virtualizing physical blocks to logical blocks, contrasts among capacity 

gadgets have dispensed with, so we can without much of a stretch grow the physical space 

and the logical space. The adaptability of framework is enhanced viably. 

 

5.  Conclusion 

 In this paper, we initially proposed a layered engineering of distributed storage, and 

examined the essential elements of each layer. And afterward, we discussed and planned a 

capacity virtualization structure having two stages of virtualization: in the first place, 

virtualizing the physical space to the logical volume, which could take out contrasts 

among capacity gadgets; second, vitalizing the logical volume to the virtual volume, 

which given a huge virtual space to clients as indicated by their requirements. Last, we 

broke down exhibitions to distributed storage framework given by our capacity 

virtualization structure. 
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